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Executive Summary 

Electromuscular incapacitation (EMI) devices, such as the TASER® family of weap-
ons, use conducted energy to produce strong muscle contractions in the target, causing loss 
of muscle control and incapacitation. EMI weapons have been employed routinely for over 
15 years by law enforcement in the United States and by the U.S. military and are recog-
nized as safe and effective. Although estimates vary, the introduction of EMI weapons in 
2000 to law enforcement jurisdictions has greatly reduced the use of deadly force by offic-
ers and the rate of injuries suffered by officers (Hopkins and Beary 2003), while experi-
ments performed on surrogates and carefully monitored field experience (Eastman et al. 
2008; Angelidis et al. 2009; Bozeman et al. 2009; Home Office 2011) establish that the 
rate of reported injuries due to use of the weapons is extremely low. As of 2009, the total 
applications of EMI weapons on humans were over 1.74 million (Brewer and Kroll 2009). 

Military requirements to extend the duration and delivery range of an EMI weapon 
have provoked studies that explore the safety of extended duration usage of the existing 
waveform and changes to waveform parameters to optimize power usage (and thus size, 
weight, and power (SWaP)) while maintaining effectiveness. Recent swine testing of a new 
EMI waveform performed at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) in 2012 
(unpublished) produced spinal compression fracture (SCF) in the test subjects and was 
subsequently confirmed by another AFRL experiment in 2015 (Burns et al. 2015). With a 
dorsal application of the new EMI stimulus, 43% of all subjects experienced a fracture 
(confirmed by necropsy). Such reports had never been documented in swine (even under 
similar conditions and waveform parameters, although probe placement varies). Such frac-
tures in humans as a result of EMI use have been reported only twice in the literature 
(Winslow et al. 2007; Sloane, Chan, and Vilke 2008). The lack of such reports in humans 
establishes as negligible the risk of significant injury (RSI) of SCF in the human population 
using currently fielded weapons. Overall risk of fracture injuries (to include those caused 
by falls) has been estimated at less than 0.5% (Kenny et al. 2012). 

As efforts go forward to improve the EMI weapon for military use, changes may be 
made to the waveform, and these changes could alter the acceptable rate of SCF to humans. 
Given the inability to conduct human testing of new waveforms, the risk cannot be directly 
tested. The purpose of this document is to develop a roadmap for the evaluation of risk of 
significant SCF to humans in light of the new information provided by the AFRL 
experiment. 
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Through our analysis, we have concluded that swine are not an appropriate surrogate 
for estimating human skeletal injury rates from EMI use because of the major differences 
between the function and size of human and swine back musculature and vertebral 
strengths (pigs have a larger volume of muscles and weaker compressive vertebral 
strengths due to their quadruped posture). Therefore, we turned to the biomedical literature 
to evaluate the need to pursue further analysis or experimentation to estimate the likelihood 
of SCF in humans. We found sufficient physiological basis in the medical literature to 
support the hypothesis that contraction forces produced by human back muscles can be 
sufficient to fracture vertebra under EMI conditions and that minor (asymptomatic) frac-
tures may be more common than known. If such fractures are found to be likely, an analysis 
of significance of the injury must be performed to determine an overall RSI. 

In addition, from the literature on EMI experiments in swine and therapeutic electrical 
stimulation in humans, we found evidence that muscle contraction intensity varies as a 
function of probe location, wave-shape, pulse repetition rate, pulse charge, and duration. 
The extent to which contraction strength will increase as a composite function of those 
parameters is not clear from existing data and must be explored experimentally to evaluate 
whether either the likelihood or the severity of SCF will be increased or if a combination 
of parameters is likely to maintain effectiveness and meet the new requirements without 
increasing the RSI due to SCF. The specific combination of parameters used in the AFRL 
testing was not found in any documented research on pigs or humans in the literature. Based 
on our understanding of the dependence of muscle contraction on the previously mentioned 
factors, we believe that the stimulus may have been stronger than the previously tested 
waveforms and that the accepted relationship between muscle contraction force and the 
various waveform parameters (based on leg-pull forces) may not apply to the local stimulus 
area. Thus, applying an increased magnitude of stimulus directly to the pig’s back may 
have resulted in larger contractile intensities than expected. 

We conclude that while the AFRL results are not able to be translated to human risk 
estimates, there are grounds to pursue further analysis of this risk to humans. We developed 
a generalized surrogate framework and exercised it for RSI to identify an optimal mix of 
experimental and computational methods for evaluation of the problem. The roadmap that 
we propose includes using existing finite element models of the human back muscles and 
spine to determine muscle contraction intensity and patterns that are likely to cause SCF 
and experimentation in swine to explore the time-dependent pattern of local muscle con-
traction as a function of duration, pulse repetition rate, and current. We believe that swine 
represent an appropriate surrogate of the muscle contraction trends as a function of those 
parameters and that results can be translated to humans at that level of the surrogate frame-
work. In this way, we conclude that the estimates of RSI will be rigorously determined and 
that sufficient information will be acquired to evaluate future waveforms. 
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1. Introduction 

The Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate (JNLWD) contracted with the Institute 
for Defense Analyses (IDA) to develop a roadmap for evaluating the risk of spinal com-
pression fracture (SCF) through Electromuscular Incapacitation (EMI) use on humans. The 
impetus for the study is recent surrogate testing in swine, which resulted in a large percent-
age (~43%) of spinal compression fractures after a few seconds of EMI application. The 
experiment was intended to replicate an earlier study where SCF was noted, but not 
explored in a controlled manner. Further details of this experiment will be discussed in 
Chapter 2. 

Existing EMI weapons operate by discharging electrical stimulus into the target. The 
electric field stimulates motor and reflex neurons, activating muscle contractions that over-
whelm the target’s ability to control his/her movement. The weapons, in their currently 
fielded form, are extremely effective, producing total incapacitation as long as good elec-
trical contact can be made. At the appropriate stimulus rate, muscles are unable to relax 
between applied pulses and exhibit continuous contractions, a phenomenon known as tet-
any. These weapons are well liked by law enforcement. Analysis of use of force in multiple 
jurisdictions confirms that the use of these weapons is associated with reduced rates of 
injury to suspects and officers (Hopkins and Beary 2003, Jackson, Neeson, and Bleetman 
2006). Experiments performed on surrogates as well as carefully monitored field 
experience (Eastman et al. 2008; Angelidis et al. 2009; Bozeman et al. 2009; Home Office 
2011) indicate that the weapons are extremely safe. As of 2009, the total applications of 
EMI weapons on humans were over 1.74 million (Brewer and Kroll 2009). 

The waveform of the electrical stimulus associated with these well-used and reliable 
weapons has resulted in a diagnosis of SCF in fewer than 10 cases (Burns 2015). Only two 
cases are published in the open literature (Winslow et al. 2007; Sloane, Chan, and Vilke 
2008) out of hundreds of thousands of exposures. Overall risk of fracture injuries (to 
include those caused by falls) has been estimated at less than 0.5% (Kenny et al. 2012). 
The rate of spinal compression fracture SCF in swine is unknown since most studies did 
not focus on this risk and necropsy (i.e., an autopsy) was required to diagnose. 

The difference in the experimental sets is significant. We can say conclusively that 
present waveforms, even when applied directly to the back, do not produce appreciable 
rates of symptomatic compression fractures in humans. We cannot say the same about 
swine, since the animals were not revived from anesthesia following the experiments to 
identify if they were symptomatic. However, we do know that the specific combination of 
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parameters1 used in the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) testing was not found in 
any documented research on pigs or humans. Therefore, the AFRL results do not immedi-
ately call into question previous assumptions that such fractures were not occurring during 
EMI testing. Based on our understanding of the dependence of muscle contraction on 
repetition rate and pulse charge, we believe that the stimulus may have been stronger than 
the previously tested waveforms and that the local muscle effects may exceed the effects 
(e.g., leg-pull force) traditionally measured in EMI experiments on swine. Specifically, we 
have concerns that assumed regions of saturation of muscle contraction forces based on 
such leg-pull forces remote to the application site may not apply to the local (thoracic) 
effects. 

The new information acquired in the AFRL study (Burns et al. 2015) raises questions 
about the appropriateness of swine as a surrogate for humans during EMI testing and brings 
to light a number of unknowns regarding the relationship between EMI waveform param-
eters and musculoskeletal response and risk of injury in vertebrates. 

To address these questions, we developed a generalized framework for surrogate use 
and exercised it end to end for evaluation of EMI risks to the spine via muscle contraction. 
We found that for some organ systems, swine are used appropriately as surrogates for 
humans. For example, the cardiovascular, pulmonary, and lymphatic systems of swine are 
generally accepted as analogous to human effects (Pig Manual, n.d.), and swine show sim-
ilar biochemical (blood-based) and respiratory characteristics following muscle exertion. 
Another major benefit of swine as surrogates for humans is that breeds can be selected to 
approximately match human size, although relative distances (electrode to organs or limbs) 
will not be well matched (Jauchem et al. 2009). However, an analysis of the anatomy of 
swine makes clear that they are not an adequate surrogate for human musculoskeletal sys-
tems. Pigs are quadrupeds with much higher muscle mass around their spine and lower 
loading capacity in their vertebrae (Busscher et al. 2010).  

The fact that swine are found to be more vulnerable to spinal compression fractures 
than humans are does not imply that the risks are negligible for humans. It is well known 
(e.g., from studies of patients that have epilepsy and tetanus and from studies of electro-
shock therapy patients) that the human back muscles are capable of producing spinal com-
pression fractures. In assessing vertebral loading capacity, we found loads due to lifting 
weights or other common activities can, in some cases, exceed vertebral compression 
strength, but unconscious activation of stabilizing muscles reduces the risk of injury. Such 
control is not available, however, to the EMI target. 

                                                 
1 The AFRL experiment used a dorsal application of a square wave, with 19 or 40 pulses per second 

(pps), and 60- or 80-µC pulse charge for 30 sec. 
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Given the inadequacy of swine as a surrogate for direct measurement of the risk of 
spinal compression fracture, the goal of this report is assist the JNLWD in developing a 
roadmap to explore the risk of SCF to humans from new EMI waveforms, to include 
modeling and experiment. One option proposed by the AFRL researchers is to perform 
experiments in primates. Primates represent an improvement over swine in terms of appro-
priateness as a musculoskeletal surrogate for humans, and these experiments may be con-
clusive regarding the human risk of SCF due to the specific tested waveform. IDA did not 
exercise its surrogate framework on primates. However, following costly and logistically 
challenging primate testing for specific waveforms, the JNLWD would still lack a method 
of evaluating new waveforms for the risk of fracture. 

IDA has explored computational modeling options in conjunction with animal testing 
and has identified existing models at various stages of the EMI process. However, stitching 
these components together into an end-to-end model of the applied electrical signal to frac-
ture risk represents a significant effort and would not be easy to validate in any case. 
Instead, IDA proposes using existing validated biomechanical or finite element models of 
human spine and musculature to explore conditions that may cause SCF and using experi-
mental methods to evaluate the likelihood of specific waveforms that produce those con-
ditions as a function of relevant parameters. For example, what are threshold stresses, over 
what duration or time pattern do these stresses cause fracture for each vertebrae, and which 
muscle groups are capable of providing those forces (alone or in combination with other 
muscle groups)? Also, must several muscle groups be contracting in phase to exceed frac-
ture thresholds, or is it more likely due to asymmetric muscle contraction (could be caused 
directly by the stimulus or from asymmetric muscle fatigue)? 

When the conditions that can cause fracture have been identified, the likelihood of 
EMI that could result in those conditions may be able to be explored experimentally in 
humans or an animal surrogate using existing techniques of measuring muscle contraction. 
Depending on the results of the modeling study, we believe that swine will be an adequate 
surrogate for this measurement since individual muscle response to electrical signals is 
similar in all mammals. The translation of muscle activation from swine to human will 
require a transfer function—a concept that is explained further in Chapter 4. 
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2. Background 

A. AFRL Report 
Note: The term “AFRL report” is used in several places in this document. When used, 

it refers to the Burns et al. (2015) reference in the Reference List.2 

Military applications seek solutions for an extended duration and long-range incapac-
itation effect (Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate 2009). To that end, swine testing has 
been conducted to estimate the risk of longer duration EMI stimulation and to evaluate 
alternative waveforms that may require smaller (lighter) battery packs while maintaining 
the same effectiveness. Testing at the Naval Medical Research Unit (NAMRU) in 2012 
unexpectedly produced SCF in the swine test subjects when they were exposed to stimuli 
at frequencies of 40 Hz, with electrical charges per pulse of 60 and 80 µC.3 Some of the 
animals exposed to a 19-Hz stimulus also suffered fracture (Burns, 2015). 

A follow-up study conducted at AFRL in 2015 reproduced the test conditions and 
produced SCF in 43% of anesthetized swine subjects (Sus scrofa,4 n = 40). In some but not 
all cases, the fracture was audible within 3 sec. of dorsal application of a 40-Hz stimulus 
and within 20 to 30 sec. of dorsal application of a 19-Hz stimulus. For the 19-Hz stimula-
tion, audible cracks were immediately preceded by a gross motion of the tail-end of the 
animal into an extreme arched position. 

The probes were applied dorsally 5 cm lateral to the spine on the left-side, with a 
25-cm separation. The magnitude of muscle contraction was measured using a motion sen-
sor to capture linear and angular acceleration of the limbs. See Figure 2-1. 

The researchers report that the magnitude of the motor response during stimulation 
was highly dependent on the repetition rate of the stimulus (19 pulses per second (pps) or 
40 pps) but that there was no apparent effect from the magnitude of electric charge per 
pulse (60 µC or 80 µC). At both pulse frequencies, three phases of the motor response were 
identified: (1) whole-body muscle contraction (jerk), (2) tetanic (or continuous) contraction 
of all the muscles in the body, and (3) muscle relaxation. When stimulated at 19 pps, test  

                                                 
2 Burns, J., M. Kamykowski, J. Moreno, J., and M. Jirjis. 2015. “Prolonged Electromuscular 

Incapacitation (EMI) in a Porcine Model for Assessment of Spinal Injury.” San Antonio, TX: JBSA 
Fort Sam Houston, General Dynamics Information Technology. 

3 µC = microcoulomb. 
4 Sus scrofa = Wild boar. 
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Source: Burns et al. (2015). 
Note for Figure 2-1: (a) The pig was placed in a vinyl sling, which allowed the limbs to move freely above the 

floor during stimulation. The movement of the limbs was captured by the motion sensors; (b)The elec-
trodes were placed on the dorsal surface of the pig such that the electrodes were positioned 5 cm left of 
the spine and spanned across the diaphragm 25 cm. 

Figure 2-1. Set Up for the AFRL 2015 SCF Experiment 
 

subjects displayed whole-body convulsions until tetany was achieved (after approximately 
15 sec. of stimulation). For a 40-pps stimulus, the test subjects remained relatively still, 
indicating that tetanus was achieved nearly instantaneously. Muscle relaxation began when 
the electrical stimulus stopped. 

Real-time x-ray fluoroscopy was used to diagnose fracture in the subjects, and dis-
section was used to confirm. The researchers hypothesize that the higher repetition rate and 
overall sustained muscle contraction force in the 40-pps data set may have caused fatigue-
related stress fractures to occur sooner than they did in the 19-pps data set. We note that 
the doubled rate of stimulation does not translate simply to a halved onset time, indicating 
that, if valid, there is a likely dependence on recovery time, which would explain why rate, 
not number of cycles is a relevant factor. 

Overall vertebral fractures in the lumbosacral region were identified in 43% of the 
test subjects, with approximately equal rates occurring in all data sets (10%: 19 pps, 60 µC; 
10%: 19 pps 80 µC; 18%: 40 pps, 60 µC; and 5%: 40 pps, 80 µC). The fractures were 
described as extreme (shattering the sacrum and several vertebrae). Such fractures were 
clearly unstable, indicating they would have been classified as significant if the subjects 
had been revived. 

B. EMI: Mechanism and Testing 
An EMI device is designed to stimulate muscle contractions that are strong enough in 

targets to incapacitate them. The electrophysiology of motor neuron activation and muscle 
fiber and motor unit contraction is well understood, but experiment is required to establish 
the most effective parameters on a system level. Generally speaking, individual pulses must 
deliver sufficient charge over a volume that is large enough to stimulate muscle contraction 
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in enough muscles to prevent voluntary motion, and the pulses must be repeated suffi-
ciently frequently to prevent relaxation between the pulses. At the other end of the spec-
trum, individual pulses must not be strong enough to induce major complications, such as 
ventricular fibrillation, and the pulse repetition rate and duration must not be sufficient 
enough to induce serious muscle or skeletal damage. 

Early waveforms tested by Sherry et al. (2003) operated at lower current and pulse 
repetition rate than current waveforms and failed to incapacitate the animal (swine) sub-
jects either due to a lack of sufficient muscle recruitment volume or insufficient rate to 
induce tetany. The animals were reported to run in circles, maintain posture, and even jump 
during the electrical stimulus. That same year, the TASER X26 was released and offered a 
sufficient combination of waveform parameters to provide total incapacitation during the 
duration of stimulus. (IDA did not find any documentation of experimentation supporting 
this development process.) 

A decade and a half of field use and experimentation since then have demonstrated 
that the TASER® waveform is effective and safe. However, advanced weapons may exploit 
altered waveforms. Here, we review what is known about the EMI effect on muscles based 
on the medical literature for therapeutic electrical stimulation and EMI weapon testing. 

Skeletal muscles are made up of individual fibers, organized in varying geometries 
and densities into muscle groups and motor units. When a motor neuron is stimulated by 
an impulse from the brain or an external electrical impulse, an action potential is conducted 
into the muscle, initiating conformation changes that result in muscle contraction and force 
generation. 

Figure 2-2 shows the time pattern of muscle stimulation due to repeated stimulation 
for individual pulses (A), repeated pulses (B) repeated pulses at sufficient frequency to 
induce tetanic contraction (C), and repeated pulses at even higher frequency resulting in 
fused tetanic contraction (where the contraction is fully continuous, with no evidence that 
a discrete series of pulses is stimulating) (D). 

The shape of the twitch pulse and the necessary rates to develop tetanic and fused 
tetanic contractions depend on the muscle type. Skeletal muscle fiber can be broken down 
into slow-twitch (red) and fast-twitch (white) types. Slow-twitch fibers are typically inner-
vated by large axon motor neurons and contract for long periods of time but with lower 
forces. Fast-twitch muscle fibers are innervated by small axon motor neurons and contract 
quickly and powerfully but fatigue rapidly. Slow-twitch fibers are reported to have a twitch 
time of about 75 ms and can develop tetanic fusion (or continuous state of contraction) at 
13 to 16 pps. Fast-twitch fibers have a twitch time of about 40 ms and become fused at 
about 40 to 60 pps (Mann 2016, Chap. 14). 
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Source: Sherman, Luciano, and Vander (1970). 
Note for Figure 2-2: The relative tension of a muscle during repeated stimulation: (A) represents a single-

twitch contraction in a fast skeletal muscle; (B) represents the accumulation of tension when muscles are 
stimulated faster than the relaxation rate (~10 pps); (C) represents unfused tetanus produced by a stimu-
lation rate of ~50 pps; and (D) represents fused tetanus evoked by stimulation at ~100 pps. 

Figure 2-2. Muscle Tension as a Function of Stimulus Rate 
 

The threshold (E-field) for electrical coupling with a fiber depends on the diameter of 
the fiber. Direct excitation of muscle fibers from EMI stimulus takes place in between the 
probes, in the area of greatest electrical field, but motor neurons can excite muscles beyond 
the region of direct activation and can also be stimulated outside that region due to lower 
activation thresholds than those of the muscles. Generally speaking, larger fibers require a 
smaller pulse duration and amplitude to be fired than small fibers do. Direct effects occur 
along lines of current flow and under electrodes. Indirect effects occur further from the 
probes and are usually the result of stimulating motor groups innervated by nerves in prox-
imity to the stimulus. 

The standard EMI waveform used by TASER Corporation in its commercial products 
(X26 and M26), including those used by the U.S. military, consists of a pulse train that has 
pulse widths of 100–155 µs, delivering a charge per pulse of 60–125 µC at a repetition rate 
of 17 to 19 pps for a duration of 5 sec. Commercial products also include extended duration 
waveforms, although these products have not been on the market for as long as the X26. 
For example, the TASER X26C, C2, Pulse, and Bolt have total durations of 30 sec., with 
decreasing pulse frequency and short breaks between pulse chains. (TASER Corporation 
Website, n.d.). 

The high fracture rate seen in the 2015 AFRL experiment requires a comprehensive 
analysis of the existing parameter space tested in pigs and in humans. Years of testing in 
swine and in humans have resulted in a strong knowledge base of effects. Here, we detail 
as fully as possible the known parameter space and highlight regions that might be 
exploited to better understand the mechanism and likelihood of such fractures. 
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C. Factors That May Affect the Strength and Pattern of Muscle 
Contraction 
We have identified five factors that may affect the strength and pattern of muscle 

contraction in ways that are relevant to SCF estimates:  

• Location of probes,  

• Wave shape,  

• Pulse repetition rate,  

• Total pulse charge, and  

• Duration. 

We note that pulse duration is an additional factor that may change the effect of an EMI 
weapon. However, we believe that the TASER® is sufficiently constrained at approxi-
mately 100 µs due to basic design features (activating skeletal as opposed to cardiac mus-
cle); however, we have not explored in the literature for details on the effect of changing 
pulse width.5 

1. Location of Probes 
While the EMI effect encompasses the whole body, the proximity of muscle group to 

the source is a factor in the magnitude of the muscle response. Specifically, the volume of 
motor groups captured is highest between the probes (Leitgeb et al. 2010), but stimulation 
of nerves located between and near the probes activates muscles well outside the area of 
direct electronic stimulation (e.g., in the limbs) (Reilly and Diamant 2011). To our 
knowledge, no experiments have captured the geometric relationship of the intensity of 
muscle contraction to the distance from the probes. In fact, the magnitude of muscle 
response is exclusively measured as a function of limb movement or force, with application 
of the probes to the trunk. 

Two aspects potentially relevant to the evaluation of SCF are the proximity to the 
major muscle groups implicated in compression of the spine and asymmetrical loading. 
Initial posture, preexisting muscle imbalance, and asymmetry of the response can affect 
the loading of individual vertebrae and should be explored quantitatively. 

In general, probe location is underreported in swine testing. Studies may have applied 
X26-like doses dorsally, but we found no evidence in the literature. The effect of separation 
of probes on leg-pull force has been well studied. The magnitude of contraction is observed 
to plateau at around 20 cm of separation (Beason et al. 2009), as shown in Figure 2-3(a). 
                                                 
5 Note that research is ongoing into a different mechanism of electrical incapacitation based on much 

shorter (nanosecond to microsecond duration) pulses (Pakhomov et al. 2006). That mechanism is not 
part of this analysis. 
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This effect is assumed to be due to increased current density deeper in the body. In addition, 
for studying the risk of ventricular fibrillation, multiple studies have attempted to model 
the current flow in the body from EMI stimuli (Leitgeb et al. 2010; Reilly and Diamant 
2011). To our knowledge, these models have not been linked to physiological models of 
muscles to predict contractile state as a function of time and space. However, experiments 
in animal surrogates could be performed to make such measurements. 

 

 
Source: Benson et al. (2009, 1115 (Figures 3, 4, and 5)). 
Note for Figure 2-3: The use of a limb to measure net forces does not allow insight into the muscle recruit-

ment patterns but does illustrate that for the given waveform parameters, force begins to plateau with an 
electrode separation of 20 cm and with a repetition rate of 40 pps. The force as a function of total charge 
is hypothesized to increase linearly with charge delivered (Beason et al. 2009). Normalized force refers to 
a comparison between the waveform under study and the traditional TASER X26 waveform. 

Figure 2-3. Dependence of Net Force of a Suspended Swine Limb Attached to a  
Strain Gauge on EMI Waveform Parameters of Electrode Separation, Pulse Repetition 

Rate, and Charge Delivered per Pulse 
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2. Wave Shape 
The TASER® waveform is a complex pulse with voltage and current from a typical 

discharge shown in Figure 2-4 (top). Comeaux et al. (2013) explored different waveform 
shapes (square, Gaussian, increasing exponential, and decreasing exponential) and found 
that the square pulse required the least energy to provoke the same force response as meas-
ured by leg pull in swine. The TASER X26 waveform and a square pulse as used by 
Comeaux et al. are shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

 
Source: Comeaux et al. (2013, 1027 (Figure 1)). 
Note for Figure 2-4: High-frequency measurement noise can be noticed in the signals shown. This noise 

was removed with a triangular smoothing algorithm during measurement. 

Figure 2-4 Example Voltage and Current Waveform of a Commercial CEW  
Pulse (Top) and a Square Pulse from the Laboratory Device (Bottom) 

 
Comeaux et al. (2013) found that the same effect of the complex TASER® waveform 

could be generated (as measured by leg-pull force in swine experiments) using significantly 
lower charge per pulse in the square wave but with an increased pulse repetition rate. This 
discussion continues in the next section, where we introduce the effect of pulse rate and 
then discuss the combined effects of pulse shape and rate. We are not aware of any physi-
ological reason that the square wave would introduce increases in muscle contraction over 
the complex TASER® waveform and note that most of the effect observed by Comeaux et 
al. is accounted for by the increased pulse repetition rate. We note, however, that most 
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historical testing has been conducted with simulated complex waveforms, while the AFRL 
researchers used a square wave at both 19 and 40 pps. 

3. Pulse Repetition Rate 
The effects of pulse repetition rate on the pattern and intensity of muscle contraction 

can be understood in terms of the capacity of human muscle to respond to volitional or 
external stimulus, as discussed in the beginning of this section. Different muscles have 
different relaxation rates. As new pulses arrive before the muscle has had sufficient time 
to relax, the contraction becomes continuous (tetany). In addition, the intensity increases 
as waves of muscle force are superimposed. There is a natural limit to the contractile force 
that is determined by the muscle shape and size. The magnitude and repetition rate with 
which to achieve this force are muscle dependent. As the repetition rate is increased beyond 
that necessary to produce tetany, fused tetany is achieved, at which point individual muscle 
contractions are indistinguishable and a constant contractile state is observed. Increasing 
the pulse repetition rate beyond that point should have no effect on muscle contraction. For 
therapeutic electrical stimulation at low currents, 20–80 pps are generally used (selection 
of repetition rate depends on the specifics of treatment), and it is generally acknowledged 
that the magnitude of generated force increases with pulse repetition rate, up until approx-
imately 100 pps (Gad Alon (University of Maryland), pers. comm., 2016). 

Beason et al. (2009) explored the relationship between repetition rate and leg-pull 
force i, as shown in Figure 2-3(b). The leg force appears to increase by a factor of ~40% 
between 20 and 40 pps and to plateau between 30 and 40 pps. Comeaux et al. (2013), in 
their exploration of square wave pulses, observed that fused muscle tetany occurred in 
swine (via leg pull) at 40 pps (square wave) while unfused tetany was observed at 19 pps 
with the complex wave shape as shown in Figure 2-4. Using the square wave at 19 and 
40 pps, the AFRL researchers observed the same distinction between fused and unfused 
tetany during leg-pull contractions (Burns et al. 2015). 

Sweeney (2009) explored the effects of pulse repetition rate theoretically using a 
nerve model developed by McIntyre, Richardson, and Grill (MRG) integrated with a skel-
etal muscle isometric force generation model developed by Ding and colleagues to simulate 
the forces generated by X26 waveforms. The resultant relationship between forces and 
pulse repetition rate is shown in Figure 2-5 for frequencies from 1 to 100 Hz (pps). 

In Figure 2-6, we plot the maximum relative force normalized to the 19-Hz stimulus 
in Sweeney’s simulation for closer comparison to Beason et al.’s (2009)measurement of 
leg-pull force as a function of stimulus repetition rate (inset in Figure 2-6 and also normal-
ized to TASER X26 pulses operating at 19 Hz (pps)). The simulated dependence of maxi-
mum force levels on pulse repetition rate is consistent with the effect observed in swine  
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Source: Sweeney (2009, 3190). 
Note for Figure 2-5: Individual pulses fuse as the rate is increased from 1 to 10 Hz (pps) and contraction 

intensity increases as pulses add up. The rate of increase of contraction intensity with pulse repetition 
rate is observed to decrease as repetition rate increases. Tetany is observed at 10 Hz (pps), and fused 
tetany is observed between 19 and 38 Hz (pps). 

Figure 2-5. Simulated Contraction Forces as a Function of Stimulus Repetition Rate 
 

by Beason et al. but with force increasing more steeply (approximately 60% between 
19 and 38 Hz (pps) compared to Beason et al.’s 42% and note that the asymptote observed 
by Beason et al. between 30 and 40 pps is far exceeded in the simulation). The difference 
between the two forces may be due to simulation or experimental error; however, the data 
imply that the leg-pull force measurement may not offer adequate insight into the maxi-
mum contractile forces in the direct vicinity of the stimulus (as Sweeney (2009) simulated). 
The leg-pull force may have a diminished dependence on repetition rate since the muscles 
are remote from the stimulus and represent a net force measurement. Relying on leg-pull 
force alone may lead to an erroneous conclusion: that contractile forces are saturated as 
frequency is increased above 30 pps, when forces local to the stimulus may continue to 
increase. 

Although we observe that force may continue to increase with repetition rate above 
40 pps, Comeaux et al. (2013) hypothesized that the benefit of higher repetition rate is that 
the effects of fully fused tetanic contractions may be less traumatic to the muscle and skel-
etal system. They note that repeated isometric contractions are reported to produce fatigue 
at shorter time scales than sustained muscle contraction. The effects of fusion may be 
relevant since stress fractures in vertebrae are often a result of repeated stress (Kelly 1954), 
not an instantaneous effect based on a single contraction. As noted previously, however, 
the dependence of the specific muscle groups implicated in spinal compression on pulse 
repetition rate should be explored, as opposed to the net movement of the limbs. 
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Source: Modified from Sweeney (2009) (inset Beason et al. (2009)). 
Note for Figure 2-6: In this figure, we scale Sweeney’s (2009) simulated relative forces to the 19-Hz wave for 

comparison with Beason et al.’s (2009) plot of Force vs Repetition Rate (inset). We note that the 
maximum simulated force appears to level out at a repetition rate greater than 100 Hz (pps) as contrasted 
to Beason et al.’s measurement, which indicates that the asymptote is around 40 Hz (pps). We 
hypothesize that the difference is due to the fact that Beason et al.’s measurement is of a net force (leg 
pull) far from the stimulus and that Sweeney’s simulation focuses on the theoretical reaction of a muscle 
directly stimulated. This difference leads us to conclude that the leg-pull measurements do not provide 
sufficient insight into the maximum forces delivered close to the stimulus location. 

Figure 2-6. Simulated Relative Force Normalized to TASER X26  
Leg-Pull as a Function of Pulse Repetition Rate 

4. Total Pulse Charge 
Motor neurons are stimulated if the current that reaches the nerve exceeds the thresh-

old for depolarization. Increases of the pulse charge (or current) above that level result in 
greater depth of effect, increasing the overall contraction strength via a volume effect. For 
therapeutic purposes, 5–10 µC are generally used and are sufficient to generate contraction 
in the region local to the electrodes. Charge is adjusted to balance discomfort and the mag-
nitude of contraction for the individual patient. 

Before 2013, standard TASER® waveforms operated between 80 and 125 µC. With 
introduction of the X26P with charge metering technology, the pulse per charge has been 
reduced to 63 µC (TASER, n.d.). This reduction in pulse charge strongly indicates that 
unpublished testing or simulation has concluded that the body-wide incapacitation effects 
are within saturation at this level. IDA recommends that this assumption be confirmed by 
experiment. Beason et al. (2009) varied pulse charge and measured the normalized limb 
force of swine, demonstrating wide variation in leg-pull force as charge was increased from 
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60 to 320 µC with 19 pps (results shown in Figure 2-3(c)). The researchers fit the data to a 
weakly increasing line, but the fit is poor (R2 = 0.116). The leg-pull force may be saturated 
at this point, or it may be continuing to increase slowly; however, the data are not clear 
enough to distinguish. 

Comeaux et al. (2013) also explored leg-pull contraction force as a function of pulse 
charge, specifically varying pulse charge to produce set percentages of the effect observed 
using the TASER X26 waveform. As shown in Figure 2-7, 100% of the limb muscle con-
traction force is achieved using 40-µC square waves at 40 Hz, and the relationship between 
effect and pulse charge appears to be linear in this regime. However, based on physiology 
of the human body, muscle contraction force must saturate at some value of pulse charge. 

 

 
Source: Comeaux et al. (2013, 1029). 
Note for Figure 2-7: The pulse charge of the square wave was varied to achieve set percentages of the limb 

force using the X26 waveform (115 µC). A linear relationship is observed in this regime. 

Figure 2-7. Total Pulse charge vs Percent X26 Response 
 

To explore the potential saturation point of the leg-pull force as a function of pulse 
charge, IDA combined the data from Comeaux et al. (2013) using 40 pps and varying pulse 
charge from 19.3 to 40.9 µC and the data from the Beason et al. (2009) using 19 pps and 
varying pulse charge from 60 to 325 µC. To combine the two data sets, IDA used scaling 
between the different data sets, as found in Beason et al. (i.e., a 42% increase in contraction 
force as repetition rate was increased from 20 to 40 pps). Figure 2-8 shows the results, with 
the bands representing a conservative (slope = 0) and generous interpretation (slope = 
0.29Q) of the data reported in Beason et al. The accuracy of this extrapolation is limited by 
the confounding factors between the different experiments such as overall duration of 
stimulation and location of electrodes (which varied between the experiments). 
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Note for Figure 2-8: Combining the data from Beason et al. (2009) (19 pps and varying Q from 60 to 325 µC) 

and the data from Comeaux et al. (2013) (40 pps and varying Q from 19.3 to 40.9) and scaling the 
19 pps. data sets up and the 40 pps down according to the measured scaling in Beason et al., we esti-
mate that the contractile effect as observed in the pig leg-pull experiments saturates between 100 and 
150 µC for 40 pps and between 60 and 125 µC for 19 pps. The upper estimates come from accepting the 
fit reported to the data in Beason et al., while the lower estimates come from assuming saturation around 
60 pps for 19 pps (as evidenced by TASER Corporation’s decision to set the level there, and the con-
servative interpretation of the data presented in Figure 2-3(b)). The dashed lines indicate the levels used 
by the AFRL study. The intersection of the dashed lines with the bands indicate levels used in the AFRL 
report and are reported in Table 2-1. 

Figure 2-8. Extrapolated Bands of Normalized Force as a Function of Charge per Pulse 
 

Note that the AFRL study used 60 or 80 µC at 19 and 40 Hz, as shown by the vertical 
dashed lines in Figure 2-8. Table 2-1 shows the percentage of X26 effect according to the 
maximum and minimum estimates produced by IDA at each of the combinations of wave-
form parameters. 

 
Table 2-1 The Intersection of the Waveform Parameters Used in the AFRL 

Study with the Maximum and Minimum Percentage of X26 Estimates Produced by IDA 

Charge  
(µC) 

Pulse Repetition Rate 
(pps) Percent of X26 Effect 

60 19 97%–106% 

60 40 135%–147% 

80 19 101%–122% 

80 40 140%–170% 
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In McDaniel et al.’s (2005) experiment exploring the risk of ventricular fibrillation 
due to EMI, total pulse charge was significantly increased using the standard X26 complex 
pulse shape to identify the safety margin. The stimulus was delivered to swine in 5-sec. 
intervals at 19 pps. Total pulse charge in this experiment exceeded 2,000 µC and was 
delivered across the thorax with no documentation of observed audible fractures. 

5. Duration 
Humans and swine have been tested or subjected in field use to durations exceeding 

5 sec. Retrospective studies (e.g., Jauchem 2015) have looked at multiple or extended use 
of TASER X26 weapons against human targets, while controlled studies have exposed 
humans to up to 45 sec. of X26 stimulus (dorsal and ventral application, n = 18 (e.g., Ho, 
Dawes, and Miner 2009)). 

Swine have been tested up to 3 min. with continuous exposure to X26-like stimulus 
or in on-and-off cycles of the same with ventral application of the probes. Spinal compres-
sion fracture was not identified during any of these studies; however, the pigs were stimu-
lated ventrally as opposed to the direct application on the back during the AFRL experi-
mentation (Jauchem et al. 2009, Werner et al. 2012). 

The effect of duration in the AFRL swine report is significant since fractures were 
observed in the first 3 sec. for a 40-pps stimulus and between 20 and 30 sec. for a 19-pps 
stimulus. This observation indicates that the effect is not due to initial muscle contraction 
levels alone, but to some factor introduced by duration. Based on the available literature, 
IDA concludes that the effects of duration are too complex to understand without signifi-
cant modeling and experimental data collection efforts. 

Therapeutic electrical stimulation can be used on the time scale of minutes, with no 
reported negative effects, although biphasic waveforms must be used to prevent excessive 
deposition of charge on the skin. 

D. Discussion 
Our analysis of the available data has identified two main waveform parameters that 

have significant effect on the muscle force exposed to the EMI dose: charge per pulse and 
pulse repetition rate. Using the plot shown in Figure 2-8, it is possible to fit the force vs. 
charge data for various frequencies:  

 𝐹𝐹(𝜔𝜔, 𝑞𝑞) = 150𝑓𝑓(𝜔𝜔)(1 − 𝑒𝑒 .11−.02𝑞𝑞), 

where 𝐹𝐹(𝜔𝜔, 𝑞𝑞) is the normalized force (as previously, the normalization is done with 
respect to the leg force produced by the X26 waveform), 𝑞𝑞 is the charge per pulse, 𝑓𝑓(𝜔𝜔) is 
the function that accounts for the effect of frequency on the saturation force, as shown in  
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Figure 2-3b. At 20 pps 𝑓𝑓(20) = 1, at 40 pps 𝑓𝑓(40)=1.42, and between these frequencies, 
this function takes the following linear form: 

 𝑓𝑓(𝑤𝑤) = 1 + .42
20

(𝑤𝑤 − 20). 

This formulation allows one to build contour plots that show combinations of pulse 
per charge and frequencies for various levels of normalized force. Figure 2-9 shows an 
example of such a plot. 

 

 
Note for Figure 2-9: Contours of waveform parameters corresponding to a normalized level of muscle force. 

The risk of injury can be obtained by an inverse analysis (see Section 5) 

Figure 2-9. Normalized Force Contours (Based on Leg-Pull Data) 
 

Note, however, that as discussed previously, the leg-pull force may not be 
representative of tension force in the spine muscle. To investigate the effect of waveform 
parameters on the spinal fractures, such a plot should be based on the spine muscles’ forces. 
More generally, to understand the relationship between these waveform parameters 
(including duration) and contractile force and to take into account probe location, such 
plots should be based on the muscles local to the stimulus. 

To wrap up the discussion, in Figure 2-10, we depict the space of tested EMI condi-
tions and whether or not fracture occurred. The existence of a fracture in swine appears to 
be largely driven by electrode location (perhaps in combination with waveform details) 
since swine have been tested over many conditions with no observed fracture injuries, 
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except for those experiments with dorsal application. Aside from the AFRL 2015 report, 
we have only found published documentation with ventral, lateral, or limb application to 
swine. Humans have similarly only experienced observed fracture (albeit at a nearly 
negligible rate) with dorsal application. However the tested parameter space for humans is 
much smaller than that for swine.6 On the other hand, the low rate of fracture is extremely 
significant statistically as the number of training exposures to the back is estimated to be 
nearly one million (Brewer and Kroll 2009). Nonetheless, the risk of SCF to humans 
remains unknown if the parameters are altered beyond the tested regions. 

 

                                                 
6 We did not plot the therapeutic regime, which exceeds the EMI regime in duration and repetition rate, 

but in combination with much lower pulse charge. 
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Note for Figure 2-10: In (a) we show the known parameter space for swine testing based on data found in 

the literature. The conditions causing observed fracture are all within the non-fracture parameter space, 
except for electrode location (dorsal application). We found no sources of controlled experimentation in 
swine before the AFRL 2015 report (Burns et al.), which used a dorsal application. In (b) we show the 
same plot for humans, using data from known TASER® specifications or published experiments. In the 
case of humans, the conditions that caused fracture were also dorsal application only and overlap with 
conditions that were safe in the vast majority of exposures. In the case of human data, note that there is a 
large sample size in the dorsal application condition (due to field and training use) and only two fractures 
observed, whereas with swine, there was only one data set using reporting dorsal experimentation 
(AFRL). 

Figure 2-10. Parallel Coordinates Plot of Known, Experimentally or Field Tested 
Parameters in (a) Swine and (b) Humans 
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3. Vertebral Loading and Injury 

The occurrence of a SCF depends on factors of the stimulus and on the relative 
strengths of muscles and vertebrae. In Chapter 2, we established the existing data sets and 
where the AFRL data fit in the parameter space of effects. We do not, at this time, have 
experimental data to support a likelihood estimate of SCF in humans due to various com-
binations of the waveform parameters. In the absence of these data, we look at the relative 
strength of muscle contraction forces produced under varied conditions on the spine and 
the threshold forces (as measured in vitro) to produce fracture to understand whether SCF 
is an area of concern for EMI use. 

A. Human Spine and Back Musculature 
The human spine consists of four sections: cervical, thoracic, and lumbar, and sacral, 

as shown in Figure 3-1(a). A diagram of an individual vertebra is shown in a neutral posi-
tion in Figure 3-1(b) and under bending conditions in Figure 3-1(c). The vertebrae are 
numbered in ascending order from the skull and identified based on the region (i.e., C1-C7 
in the cervical, T1-T12 in the thoracic, and L1-L5 in the lumbar region). 

Individual vertebra are loaded by multiple muscles adhered to tendons at the spinal 
processes. The deep back muscle groups relevant to motion and stability are the (1) erector 
spinae group, (2) transversospinal group, and (3) short segmental muscle groups, as shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 3-2. 

Figure 3-3 demonstrates the complexity of coordination in the human back, depicting 
attachments of the erector spinae and transversospinal group of muscles to a particular 
vertebrae (T9). The forces produced on a given vertebrae depend on the contractile state, 
orientation, and lever arm of each of the muscles shown. 

Figure 3-4 shows the spatial orientation of the muscle’s line of force for the intrinsic 
muscular stabilizers in the back. Summing all the forces on a given vertebra (even stati-
cally) is a task that requires complex geometry and significant computational effort. Luck-
ily, such models (biomechanical or finite element) exist and can be leveraged for further 
understanding of the compressive loads on the spine. In Section 3.B, we discuss experi-
mental measurements and computational methods to estimate such forces. 
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Source: Bridwell (2016a, 2016b). 
Note for Figure 3-1: (a) the side view of the human spine, with the cervical, thoracic, lumbar regions, sacrum 

and coccyx identified; (b) a single vertebra showing the structures of the human vertebra; and (c) com-
pressive conditions of flexion and extension. 

Figure 3-1. The Human Spine 
 

 
Source: Neumann (2010) (modified from Luttgens and Hamilton (1997)). 
Note for Figure 3-2: (a) a posterior view showing the more superficial semispinalis muscles within the trans-

versospinales group; (b) a posterior view showing the deeper muscles within the transversospinal group 
(multifidi on entire left side of (b); rotatores bilaterally in (c). The muscles within the short segmental group 
(intertransversarius and interspinalis) are depicted in (b) and (c), respectively. Note that intertrans-
versarius muscles are shown for the right side of the lumbar region only; (d) the muscles of the erector 
spinae group. For clarity, the left iliocostalis, left spinalis, and right longissimus muscles are cut just supe-
rior to the common tendon. 

Figure 3-2. The Human Spine: Deep Back Muscle Groups Relevant to Motion and Stability 
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Source: Neumann (2010). 
Note for Figure 3-3: The short segmental group of muscles is not shown. 

Figure 3-3. Cross-Sectional View through T9 Highlighting the Topographic 
Organization of the erector Spinae and the Transversospinal Group of Muscles 

 

 
Source: Neumann (2010). 
Note for Figure 3-4: A): The lines of force of muscles are shown within the frontal plane; B): The spatial ori-

entation of the lines of force of each muscle is indicated by the angle (α) formed relative to the vertical 
position. Note that the muscles illustrated exist throughout the entire vertebral column. Their location in 
the figure is simplified for the sake of clarity. 

Figure 3-4. Diagrammatic Representation of the Spatial 
Orientation of the Lines of Force of the Intrinsic Muscular Stabilizers 
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B. Spinal Loading through Everyday Activities 
The human spine can withstand significant compressive loading without fracture due 

to muscle contraction resulting from everyday activities. Due to the prevalence of low back 
injury, the lumbar spine is most well studied for understanding compressive loading. Here, 
we discuss results of direct in vivo measurements (using implants or pressure sensitive 
needles inserted into the spine) and simple biomechanical models to compare them to in 
vitro estimates of compressive strengths of the vertebrae. 

1. Measurement and Prediction of Loading 
Five post-operative vertebral body replacement (VBR) patients participated in a study 

to measure loads telemetrically on their VBR. Approximately 1,000 combinations of 
activities and parameters were measured. Figure 3-5 shows the top 10 resultant forces on 
the VBR (located at L1 or L3 in each of the patients). 

 

 
Source: Rohlmann et al. (2014, Figure 1). 
Note for Figure 3-5: The maximum forces for the five patients are shown. For comparison, maximum forces 

for walking are given. 

Figure 3-5. Ten Activities with the Highest Maximum Resultant Force 
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We note that lifting a weight (4–10 kg) produced the highest vertebral loads, 
exceeding 1250 N in three cases, but that tying shoes, standing up or sitting down, and 
walking up a set of stairs each can produce loads exceeding 1000 N. 

Biomechanical models of the human spine under loading conditions are also useful 
for compressive force estimates. Iyer et al. (2010) developed a quasi-static stiffness-based 
biomechanical model that can be used to calculate loads on the thoracic and the lumbar 
spine (see Figure 3-6). The model was validated with existing experimental data that con-
sisted of pressure-sensitive needle insertion into the disc space (Polga et al. 2004). 

 

 
Source: Iyer et al. (2010, 855). 
Note for Figure 3-6: Model compressive forces depended strongly on the predicted task. This figure depicts 

task-dependent changes in compressive force (A). The tasks modeled in this figure are also shown (B). 
From left to right, these tasks are standing, standing with 10 kg (5 kg on each arm), lifting 10 kg with 
elbows bent, 30 deg. flexion with 10 kg, and 15 deg. of extension. 

Figure 3-6. Forces on the Vertebral Bodies 
 

The largest compressive forces were predicted for T6-L5 and exceed 1500 N in the 
most stressing case of lifting a weight (10 kg) with elbows bent. These predictions are 
consistent with the measured values from Rohlmann et al. (2014). These activities repre-
sent fairly common activities, and few individuals would claim maximal exertion to 
achieve such levels. However, the maximum muscle capacity of the human back remains 
unclear. To provide insight into the maximum capacity, we turned to extreme external loads 
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to understand how much stress the back muscles can produce and, in turn, how much stress 
the vertebra can withstand. 

Cholewicki, McGill, and Norman (1991) used simple force balance equations to esti-
mate the compressive forces on the lumbar spine during extreme weight lifting. Estimates 
of disc compression at the L3-L4 vertebra ranged from 5844 N for a female weight lifter 
dead lifting 155 kg to 17,192 N for a male weight lifter dead lifting 275.8 kg. 

2. Measured Vertebral Compressive Strength 
The value of such measurements and predictions of vertebral loading is only useful 

in the context of the compressive strength of the vertebrae under such pressure. We found 
two such studies performed on cadavers. Limitations of this method include changes to the 
structural integrity of the vertebrae upon embalming and selection bias toward the elderly 
for sample. Nonetheless, the data provide a useful bench mark. 

Samelson et al. (2012) found compressive strength of the thoracic and lumbar spine 
to be approximately 5000 N (lumbar) and 3000 N (thoracic) for healthy middle-aged 
women and 5500 N (lumbar) and 3500 N (thoracic) for healthy middle-aged men. The 
compressive strength of the lumbar spine is found to decrease with age, more sharply for 
women than for men, due to effects of menopause on bone density. Male thoracic spine 
compressive strength remained relatively constant from age 40 to 75+ as shown in  
Figure 3-7. 

 

 
Source: Samelson et al. (2012, Figure 2A). 

Figure 3-7 Averaged Strength of Thoracic (T8-T10) and 
Lumbar (L3-L5) Strength for Women and Men of Various Ages 

 
Bürklein et al. (2001) performed similar measurements (average age of subjects was 

elderly) and found the failure load of thoracic vertebra T10 (lumbar vertebra L3) to vary 
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from 9500 (8500) N to less than 1000 N for men, and from 5000 (6000) N to less than 
1000 N for women. See Figure 3-8. 

 

 
Source: Bürklein et al. (2001, 582). 

Figure 3-8. Correlation of Vertebral Failure Loads of T10 and L3 in Both Genders 

3. Discussion 
Based on the relative loads and strengths, every day activities would produce signifi-

cant threat to vertebrae only at the weakest end of the spectrum. However, extreme condi-
tions (e.g., those produced by weightlifters) that exceed measured compression strengths 
by multiple factors indicate that the fracture prediction may include more than a compari-
son of force-balanced loads and compressive strengths. 

Indeed, unconscious active muscle coordination is likely to play a role. The 
abdominal muscles play a large role in stabilizing the spine and activate in response to 
certain body movements ahead of back muscle contraction, as shown in Figure 3-9. Elec-
tromyographic (EMG) measurements of muscle activation were used by Urquhart, Hodges, 
and Story (2005) to track the abdominal contraction patterns during controlled upper limb 
movement (measured by contraction of the anterior deltoid). The internal oblique and mid 
and lower transversus abdomini muscles were activated tens of milliseconds before the 
anterior deltoid. The researchers hypothesize that such anticipatory muscle contraction is 
used to minimize counter-movements of the trunk during strenuous activities, potentially 
protecting the vertebrae from damaging shear forces. Other research shows that the lumbar 
multifidi (stabilizers of the lumbar spine, especially in the lower segments) are similarly 
recruited early in stressing perturbations to the lumbar spine. (Neumann 2010). 
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Source: Neumann (2010) (redrawn from Urquhart, Hodges, and Story (2005)). 
Note for Figure 3-9: (A): The EMG responses are shown from selected abdominal muscles as a healthy per-

son rapidly flexes his arm after a visual stimulus. The different onset times of EMG signals from the 
abdominal muscles (vertical dark arrows) are compared with the onset of the EMG signal from the ante-
rior deltoid (red), a shoulder flexor muscle; (B): The overall results of the experiment are shown, averaged 
across 110 trials in 11 healthy subjects. 

Figure 3-9 EMG Responses (Intensity and Onset Time) during Arm Flexing 
 

The relevance of this type of muscle contraction optimization is that it is unavailable 
to EMI targets (and epileptics, tetany, and shock therapy patients) since muscle contraction 
is nonselective, activating all muscles within the region of effect at the same time. These 
effects may prove significant as muscle contraction is increased to saturation levels. 

C. Epilepsy, Tetany, Shock Therapy, and EMI 
The incidence of vertebral fractures induced by shock-therapy-driven muscle contrac-

tion and epileptic seizures has been accepted for a long time. Vasconcelos (1973) found a 
15% incidence of spinal fracture evidence in patients who had grand mal seizures but no 
history of back pain or injury. Estimates of prevalence vary widely, ranging from approx-
imately less than 1% to 66% (Kelley 1954; Finelli and Cardi 1989). In contrast to epileptic 
cases, secondary trauma was easily excluded in shock therapy patients who were treated 
lying in bed. In a study in Lancaster, England, in the 1940s and 1950s, 2,200 patients had 
37,000 convulsions induced, which resulted in 21 cases of diagnosed vertebral fractures, 
most of which occurred in the thoracic spine. Notably, the least flexible region of the spine, 
T4-T7, experienced the highest incidence of fracture, and most fractures did not occur on 
the first convulsion. 

None of the spinal fractures required surgical support or repair. They self-resolved. 
Two primary types of fracture were observed. The first, termed a wedge fracture, was 
hypothesized to be due to the initial spasmodic flexion. The second, termed a disc reper-
cussion fracture, involved a penetration of the vertebral body by the intervertebral disc and 
was hypothesized to be due to severe compression, most likely during spasmodic arching 
of the back (Kelley 1954). Kelley also examined records of epileptic-seizure-induced 
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fractures and noted that the fractures occurred lower in the thoracic region (T8-T12). The 
epilepsy cohort was not controlled for secondary injury. Interestingly, Kelley speculated 
that the difference in spinal location of epileptic and shock therapy fractures may be due to 
differences in pelvic posture between standing and reclining patients, indicating that initial 
posture may be significant. 
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4. Surrogate Framework for 
EMI-Induced Spinal Compression Fractures 

A. Generalized Surrogate Framework 
In the most general terms, a framework for using a surrogate system to predict injury 

risk to humans consists of four systems plus a transfer function, as depicted in Figure 4-1. 
On the far left side of Figure 4-1 is the surrogate experimental system in which the stimulus 
(insult or dose) is applied to a surrogate for the live-human (mannequin, animal, cadaver, 
or a test device such as a clay form or test plate). Measurements on the surrogate charac-
terize the surrogate response. A surrogate system model, second from left in Figure 4-1, 
can be used to compute elements of the surrogate response less accessible to measurement. 
Next, a transfer function relates the derived surrogate system response to the human 
response under equivalent stimulus. The human model, second from right in Figure 4-1, 
computes the remainder of the human response including risk of significant injury (RSI), 
which then stands in for the human response that would have been observed in an end-to-
end live human experiment with the same stimulus, shown at far right in Figure 4-1. 

 

 
Figure 4-1. Surrogate Framework 
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In principle, the surrogate model and human model could be grouped with the transfer 
function and thought of, in aggregate, as an overall transfer function or mapping from sur-
rogate measurement to live-human RSI, as shown in Figure 4-2. A lumped transfer function 
such as that would likely be a fully empirical correlation, potentially difficult to develop 
and validate. Nevertheless, the construct is useful because it clearly shows the need for an 
unambiguous mapping between surrogate measurement and RSI. If the surrogate measure-
ment does not correlate well with RSI, no models of any fidelity that take the surrogate 
measurement as input will usefully predict the RSI. Separating the surrogate and human 
models from the transfer function breaks the otherwise opaque empirical mapping into 
physically motivated causal blocks that have potential for independent development and 
validation. The choice of models sometimes embodies a tacit hypothesis about the injury 
mechanism. For instance, a clay form can be modeled to infer energy deposition from the 
clay imprint of a blunt impactor, which embodies a hypothesis that spatial distribution of 
projectile energy is the primary determinant of injury. In such a case, the transfer function 
and human model might be lumped into an empirical correlation between energy as dis-
tributed over an area of effect on the clay form and RSI. 

 

 
Figure 4-2. Lumped Transfer Function Construct 

 
The highest fidelity response would be generated by using direct live human experi-

ments. For ethical or logistical reasons, live human experiments are often infeasible. If 
stimulus-to-RSI human modeling were available, no surrogate would be routinely neces-
sary, but it might be needed to build or validate such a model. However, in many cases, 
such models do not exist. Thus, we are forced to rely on surrogate systems. Validation of 
all of the framework components is also a challenge. How can the framework’s represen-
tation of the human be validated without the direct human experimentation, whose infea-
sibility motivated the development of the framework in the first place? While some extrap-
olation from tested conditions to untested conditions is nearly inevitable, confidence in 
extrapolation is built by using physics- and physiology-based models, where possible, in 
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conjunction with testing over a variety of conditions that attempt to approximate or bracket 
field conditions. Also, even if end-to-end experiments are not possible, some models can 
be built and validated in a hierarchical fashion, giving confidence in their building blocks. 
Ultimately, field experience with the real version of the modeled system should be 
analyzed to confirm that the model behaves as expected. 

The following criteria are necessary for a predictive surrogate framework: 

• Experimentally feasible surrogate,  

• Measurable experimental response,  

• Input to the transfer function that is either measurable or derived from validated 
model,  

• Unambiguous transfer function (input surrogate response maps to only one 
human response with enough information to prescribe RSI),  

• Validated transfer function, and  

• Validated model that relates human RSI to the output of the transfer function. 

A surrogate with an identity map (identical responses) between surrogate response 
and RSI would obviate the need for modeling. For instance, if an animal were to experience 
the same injury risk as a human under the same circumstances, the surrogate framework 
could consist of experiments on that animal, with injury statistics used as a direct stand-in 
for human RSI. 

It is important to have a conceptual causal model that links the stimulus to the injury 
to ensure the choice of relevant measurements and models. A causal—as opposed to a 
correlative—model should also be more robust to extrapolation beyond validated condi-
tions. The function of the surrogate framework is clearest when a similar causal chain 
operates in the surrogate system through the point of measurement so that any human-
unique causality resides in the human model portion of the framework. 

A perfect surrogate would be one in which the surrogate and human systems share a 
causal chain through the point of measurement, with an identity-map transfer function to 
the human system at a point from which RSI modeling is readily accomplished. In theory, 
any surrogate system whose measurement preserves the differences between doses that 
lead to different injury risks could be used as the basis for an empirical injury correlation. 
Broad validation of such a correlation would be the challenge. 

The maintenance of similarity in the surrogate and human systems (transfer function 
feasibility) and in human system modeling complexity requires a tradeoff. Consider 
Figure 4-3. If the total content of the causal chain is fixed at 100% and 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 represent  
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Figure 4-3. Similarity/Modeling Complexity Tradeoff 

 
the fractions of the causal chain captured in the surrogate system and in the human system 
model, respectively, then 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦 = 100%. Any decrease in 𝑥𝑥 must be offset by a 
corresponding increase in 𝑦𝑦. Increasing 𝑥𝑥 corresponds to increasing reliance on the 
similarity of the surrogate and human systems. It presumes more parallel causal steps 
between the two systems. If 𝑥𝑥 exceeds the point of relevant divergence between the surro-
gate and human systems, (𝑥𝑥max ), a reliable transfer function becomes infeasible. Larger 𝑥𝑥, 
in general, requires more validation work to ensure causal parity between the two systems. 
In this sense, validation of the transfer function becomes more difficult as 𝑥𝑥 is increased 
until it becomes impossible when the point of final causal parity is exceeded. On the other 
hand, as 𝑥𝑥 increases, 𝑦𝑦 decreases, meaning that the number of causal steps captured by the 
human model decreases and the human model complexity decreases. Typically, some max-
imum value of 𝑦𝑦 (𝑦𝑦max ) exists beyond which human system modeling is infeasible. A sur-
rogate system approach is only feasible if the entire dissimilar portion of the causal chain 
can be modeled (𝑦𝑦max ≥ 1 − 𝑥𝑥max ). 

B. EMI-Induced Spinal Compression Fracture 
EMI applies a time-dependent voltage across a pair of conductive barbs embedded in 

or otherwise adhered to the target’s body. The basic causal chain follows. The electric 
potential difference generates an electric field, which activates muscle contractile 
responses. The muscle activation applies forces to bones via tendons, thus generating stress 
distribution in the bones. If the stress exceeds the fracture stress of the bones, they can 
break. 

The detailed causal chain, however, has some complexities. The particular forces 
exerted by each muscle may depend on the EMI waveform, the current contractile state of 
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the muscle, positions of the surrounding joints, and the fatigue state of the muscles. Also, 
the human body posture is not static during the muscular excitation. The forces exerted on 
the bones change the angles of the joints, which then feeds back to change the forces on 
the bones. 

Three basic considerations regarding proximate cause of fracture, each of which 
would influence the complexity of the model required to capture fracture risk, are as 
follows: 

• Material strength. Does nominal bone strength account for the vulnerability to 
vertebral fracture or must material fatigue or damage accumulation be consid-
ered? Are preexisting degradation or other natural variation of material strength 
dominant factors in fracture occurrence? 

• Postural dynamics. Does the bone stress exceed the fracture threshold in the 
static initial body configuration or must altered postures or body dynamics be 
considered to account for fracture risk? 

• Contraction time phasing. Does ordinary uncoordinated muscle contraction 
lead to critical bone stresses or would these stresses require extraordinary syn-
chrony or asynchrony of contraction due to chance, coordinated stimulation, or 
asymmetric muscle fatigue? 

C. Transfer Function for Electro-Muscular Porcine to Human Spinal 
Compression Surrogate 
For our specific case of spinal compression injury in response to EMI dose, the pig 

may represent a useful surrogate if it parallels a complex part of the human injury causal 
chain not amenable to reliable modeling. For instance, if the muscular reaction to a partic-
ular EMI waveform is difficult to predict in humans but is measurable in pigs and if the 
anatomy and physiology of humans and pigs are sufficiently similar in terms of induced 
electric fields, nerve susceptibility to such fields, and muscular response to stimulated 
nerve activation, then pigs might be used effectively as a surrogate for human muscular 
response to EMI. 

With respect to a general formulation of pig-human surrogate system, a tractable num-
ber of possible stages exist at which the pig system/human system responses can be corre-
lated. To follow this progression, we show these stages in Figure 4-4. Each stage, at which 
a transfer function can, in principle, be established is indicated by the dashed arrows. Recall 
that as we discussed earlier, the transfer stage also delineates between the transfer function 
complexity, 𝑥𝑥, and the model complexity, 𝑦𝑦. 
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For example, the arrow on the far right in Figure 4-4 would suggest that it is possible 
to establish a transfer function that determines EMI doses that lead to fractures in a human 
spine by simply measuring EMI doses injurious to pigs. In this case, the complexity of the 
transfer function, “𝑥𝑥”, is at its maximum, while modeling effort, “𝑦𝑦”, is at the minimum. 

 

 
Figure 4-4. Schematic Diagram of a General Pig-to-Human Transfer Function 

 
The following options describe the transfer functions stages in increasing order of 

reliance on human body-system modeling (increasing y), corresponding to decreasing 
order of reliance on pig-to-human correlation (decreasing x). 

• Option 1: Direct correlation of RSI in pigs with those in human, as indi-
cated by the transfer function error represented on the far right in Figure 
4-4. This transfer function requires an unambiguous mapping directly from the 
injury risk in pigs to that in humans. The existence of such a transfer function 
appears to be highly unlikely since it is predicated upon the assumption that the 
vertebral forces due to EMI doses and the critical (breaking) force in the verte-
bra in pigs and human are similar. We have found that this is not the case. 
Shown in Figure 3-7 are the data on vertebral strength in humans that were pub-
lished in Samelson et al. (2012). While being a function of human age and being 
different for men and women, its magnitude is clearly above 2000 N. As 
reported in Mosekilde, Kragstrup, and Richards (1987), breaking strength in 
porcine vertebra is only about 850 N, suggesting that porcine vertebra would 
break at an applied force that is significantly lower. 

• Option 2: Correlating vertebral force/stress. This correlation would allow for 
differences in human and pig bone material [breaking] strengths but would 
require strong correlation between the forces/stresses experienced in human and 
porcine vertebral bones in response to the same EMI dose. The vertebral bone 
geometry and musculature differences, however, suggest that this assumption is 
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not realistic. We illustrate the differences in vertebral geometry in humans and 
pigs in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. 

Figure 4-5 shows the vertebrae geometry and associated letter notation for each 
vertebral dimension as measured in both human and swine. We pay particular 
attention to the dimensions of Upper End Plate Width (UEPW) and Upper End 
Plate Depth (UEPD), denoted by the red arrows. These parts of the vertebrae (in 
the thoracic region) support the stresses that caused the reported human spine 
fractures (Winslow et al. 2007; Sloane, Chan, and Vilke 2008). The geometrical 
differences in the human vs. porcine vertebrae structure are reported in Busscher 
et al. (2010), where the comparison for all the vertebra measurements are given. 

 

 
Source: Busscher et al. (2010, 1105). 

Figure 4-5. Anatomical Dimensions Measured per Vertebra 
 

Figure 4-6 shows a selected figure that demonstrates these differences for UEPD 
and UEPW. Note that the human T7-T8 vertebral depth and width exceeds those 
of porcine by more than 50%, which suggests than even if the forces are similar, 
the stresses in those bones are not the same. It is unlikely, therefore, that similar 
bone forces would lead to direct correlation of fractures in pigs and humans. 

• Option 3: Tendon forces. This transfer function would require similar muscu-
lature response but would allow for bone geometry and material strength differ-
ences. In other words, electro-muscular stimulation would generate a similar 
level of tension in each muscle. The transfer function could account for the dif-
ferences in muscle strength and geometry (insertion angle and so forth). A finite 
element model or other biomechanical model could then be used to predict bone 
stresses in humans as a function of tendon loading. An injury model of bones 
(fracture stress) would then generate an RSI. Experimental in vivo measurement  
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Source: Busscher et al. (2010, 1109). 
Note for Figure 4-6: Error bars indicate positive standard deviation. 

Figure 4-6. Upper End-Plate Dimensions of the Human and Porcine Vertebra 
 

of individual muscle forces could be a challenge as could inference of muscle 
forces (using a porcine model) from external gross force measurements, particu-
larly for overlapping effects of various core muscles. 

Note that in the AFRL report, the measurements of the EMI dose were corre-
lated with the acceleartion of the muscle pull of the pigs’ hind legs and, 
subsequently, with the spine fracture, as shown by the dashed green arrow in 
Figure 4-4. While this allows easier measurement of the porcine response, due to 
the ambiguous relationship between leg-pull force and individual core muscle 
forces and their time phasing, construction of a validated and general transfer 
function becomes practically impossible.7 

• Option 4: Nerve impulse. This transfer function would require an identical 
electrical stimulus that would similarly excite porcine and human nerves, but it 
would not rely on similarity in muscle force response to nerve impulses. In par-
ticular, this option might eliminate challenges of differences in muscle size, 
structure, and dynamic postural changes in the two species. The human model in 
this case escalates in complexity from a biomechanical model to one involving 
nerve-muscle activation, fatigue, and possibly body dynamics. Advances in elec-
trophysiological modeling, such as those referenced in Sweeney (2009), would 
be needed, in addition to E-field transmission through the body and mapping of 
nerves and muscles in the human. 

                                                 
7 The use of leg pull as the porcine measurement generally represents the case of using a measured 

surrogate response outside of the injury causal chain. Unless the measured response can, through 
surrogate system modeling, be mapped unambiguously to activity within the injury causal chain, only 
an empirical and difficult-to-generalize correlative transfer function remains. 

UEPW 

UEPD 
human

UEPW 

UEPD 
porcine
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• Option 5: Voltage in body. This construct would use the porcine data only to 
convert from applied voltage at the barbs to electrical potential within the body. 
This type of modeling may be available for the human body system, in which 
case the porcine system would be of little help. Modeling efforts include the 
Spatially Extended Nonlinear Node (SENN) model (Reilly and Diamant 2011), 
numerical simulation (Leitgeb et al. 2010), and efforts by AFRL to model elec-
tric field transmission through the pig, mouse and human body (Ibey 2014). It 
was outside the scope of this paper to evaluate fully all of these models. None-
theless, no end-to-end model from voltage to risk of SCF is presently available. 

Options 1 and 2, while offering a reduced burden on human biomechanical modeling, 
will unlikely lead to success because there is little similarity in muscle forces, geometry, 
and breaking forces of the vertebral bones in human and pigs. 

Options 4 and 5 are also unlikely to be successful because the overall complexity of 
the end-to-end modeling of the human body response to EMI appears to be extremely high 
and, at the present time, most likely prohibitive for practical implementation. 

The most feasible option to effectively use a porcine surrogate system appears to be 
Option 3 (Tendon forces). It requires sophisticated biomechanical models of the human 
body, which do exist. At the same time, it allows one to relate response of human muscles 
to the EMI doses via observation and measurement of porcine response, thereby elimi-
nating the need for a prohibitively complex end-to-end human system response model. 
Human skeletal response to muscle activation might then be either tested through non-EMI 
stimulation or with the biomechanical model. Vertebrae injury criteria could be established 
with in vitro testing. In this case, the transfer function would correlate the pig-to-human 
muscle response to the EMI stimulus, and the biomechanical model would account for 
differences in muscle strength, perhaps timing due to nerve lengths, breaking vertebra bone 
strength, and so forth between humans and pigs. 

Whether such a model and measurements would need to be dynamic and/or time 
resolved depends on the currently unknown considerations involved in the proximate cause 
of failure. The nerve impulse model would require measurement or inference of pig nerve 
impulses and a model for human muscle recruitment. Again, the necessity of dynamic 
and/or time-resolved measurements and models is currently unknown. 
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5. Conclusions and Roadmap 

A. Conclusions 
Analysis of the differences between the human and pig spine and musculoskeletal 

system indicate that pigs are not a good surrogate for studying spinal loading and rate of 
compressive fracture in humans. The main difference can be summarized by the fact the 
pigs are quadrupeds, with significantly lower compressive strengths of the vertebrae. 

The well-studied parameter space of various EMI waveforms does not include the 
exact conditions under which the AFRL researchers demonstrated a high rate of vertebral 
fracture in swine following EMI stimulus. Those conditions appear to be on the higher end 
of stimulus strength but, most importantly, were applied directly to the back, unlike most 
previous studies. This placement, along with seemingly small changes to the waveform 
parameters, resulted in a significantly different outcome, highlighting a need to understand 
better the effects of repetition rate, pulse charge, and duration on the contractile forces of 
muscles being stimulated locally. Existing data do not offer sufficient insights into the nec-
essary relationships between waveform parameters and local muscle contraction to make 
predictions about the risk of SCF in either humans or swine going forward. However, based 
on a full review of the available data, we believe that experiments performed on the pig 
with dorsal application and typical TASER® parameters (or higher, as in the AFRL exper-
iments) will continue to result in fracture and that EMI application to the human back with 
TASER® parameters will not. However, the tested parameter space of humans is much 
smaller than that of pigs, as seen in Figure 2-10. 

An analysis of the human back musculoskeletal system reveals that humans are vul-
nerable to fracture due to forces induced by muscle contraction. The compressive forces 
induced by lifting heavy weights or performing everyday activities offer insights into the 
relative strength of human muscles vs. compressive strengths of the vertebrae. The key 
difference between such everyday activities (where vertebrae are infrequently fractured) 
and in conditions such as epilepsy, shock therapy, tetany, and EMI stimulus (where meas-
ured rates vary from less than 1% to 66%) is that the human body unconsciously optimizes 
(in time and space) the muscle response to such stresses in ways that distribute the forces 
and protect the vertebrae. Conditions such as epilepsy and tetany and external stimulus 
prevent the body from taking advantage of such measures. 

With that in mind, we developed a generalized framework to assist in developing a 
roadmap for future study. The summary of our results using the framework are presented 
in the next section. 
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B. Road Map 
The most feasible option to use a porcine surrogate system effectively appears to be 

the development of a transfer function at the level of experimentation that measures tendon 
forces in the surrogate. This effort will require experimentation that provides time-and-
space-resolved muscle contraction intensity as a function of distance from the probe, pulse 
repetition rate, pulse charge and duration, and use of existing finite element models of the 
human spine. 

1. Surrogate Experimentation 
The experimental effort can be conducted in animal surrogates. Our analysis using 

the surrogate framework indicates that the pig will be a suitable surrogate for this level of 
experimentation. Experiments should be conducted to extend the existing knowledge base 
concerning the dependence of contractile force on distance from the probes and the wave-
form parameters of repetition rate, pulse charge, and duration. 

Multiple invasive and non-invasive experimental techniques to measure muscle con-
traction intensity have been developed. Some of these techniques have been used during 
electrical stimulation, indicating that interference of the EMI signal is a challenge that can 
be overcome experimentally. Such methods include electromyography (using deep or 
superficial needles), ultrasound imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, and acoustic myog-
raphy. If possible, contours of constant maximum contractile force as a function of the 
parameters such as those generated in Figure 2-9 should be generated for different combi-
nations of muscle groups and distances from the probes. 

The result of this experimentation will be two-fold: (1) the JNLWD will have the 
ability to evaluate a proposed waveform in terms of contractile force dependence on wave-
form parameters, and (2) the inputs for a more in-depth computational evaluation of the 
human spine vulnerability to EMI-induced SCF will be provided. 

2. Human Modeling 
In conjunction with such testing, sophisticated biomechanical models of the human 

body will be required to discover the conditions that cause fracture. Such models have been 
developed, although these models focus more on the lumbar region while the observed 
fractures in humans occurred in the thoracic region, (e.g., Granata and Marras 1993; Marras 
et al. 2001; Zander et al. 2015). After consultation with one of the authors, we believe that 
such models can be modified for the present effort (W. Marras (The Ohio State University), 
pers. comm., 2016). We recommend using such models first in reverse to identify the 
mechanism of fracture (i.e., what is the necessary combination of number of repetitions, 
contraction strength, time-induced asymmetric fatigue, or underlying pathology to create 
fracture?) and then with measured muscle contraction intensities to estimate actual rates of 
fracture. 
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The idea behind the inverse problem is to start with the critical level of stress in the 
vertebra and search for combinations of forces in the muscles around the spine that could 
lead to this stress (i.e., instead of solving for stresses in the vertebra for the given loading, 
solve for loading such that it would lead to fracture). We suggest that the current state of 
the art in human spine finite element analysis (FEA) models is sufficiently advanced to 
conduct such analysis. Figure 5-1 shows one such FEA model, which allows local geome-
try of tendons and forces to be analyzed. This model could be used to find what level of 
muscle tension (and in what muscles) may lead to critical vertebral stresses. 

 

 
Source: Zander et al. (2015, 581). 

Figure 5-1. FEA Model of the Human Spine 
 

In addition, various body postures and motions can also have an effect on vertebral 
stress, and models have been developed to account for those postures and motions. Many 
FEA models use human bodies in motion, performing various activities, lifting weights, 
and so forth as an input to calculate loading forces on the bones and joins. Figure 5-2 shows 
one example of such models. 

In this work, inverse dynamic models were used to estimate forces and moments 
acting on the spine and at surrounding structures from observed motions. These loads allow 
evaluation of the stress conditions in joints, joint cartilage, bone, muscles, tendons, and 
ligaments. 

To conclude, we suggest that “discovering” which muscles, when fully recruited, gen-
erate forces sufficient to fracture vertebra (combined with the action of other forces or 
alone) would allow us to rule out waveforms that lead to a higher risk of injury and narrow 
the search and reduce the burden of optimizing the EMI waveform. Such work will be  
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Source: Julius Wolff Institute for Biomechanics and Musculoskeletal Regeneration (2016). 

Figure 5-2. Muscle Activities and Joint Reaction Forces at 
Lumbar Level L4/L5 during Flexion, Extension, Lateral Bending, and Axial Rotation 

 
essential for evaluating the RSI due to SCF. If this evaluation is the primary purpose of the 
effort, we recommend completing this computational experimentation before embarking 
on the characterization of the local time-and-space-resolved muscle effects of EMI since 
the results of modeling will inform the parameter space of interest for experimentation. If 
the JNLWD desires to understand the full parameter space of EMI weapons, experimenta-
tion and computational work can be done in parallel. 
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